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I, ^5^ ■ 18 8

Answer the following as directed :

(a)

Who is regarded as the father of
political science?
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( 2 ) ( 3 )

(b) The Politics 4RIV1 ?

Who wrote the book, The Politics?

(c) ^ ^

^^Rc<p "sn^^

1" ̂ 3IHK CWT ?

'The welfare state is a society in which
an assured minimum standard of

living and opportunity becomes the
possession of every citizen." Who said
this?

(d) ^ A Theory of Justice ̂
^  ,

What IS VeU of ignorance' as
mentioned in John Rawls' book, A
Theory of Justice?

(e) The Second Sc^c ^rm ^
<pRRoi ?

authored the book, The Second
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<fRf^gi ?

Who officially first used the concept of
multiculturalism?

(i) ̂ hlRs^jK *1l>Sr^y

Canadian Royal Commission

(ii)

United Nations

(iii) ̂

SAARC

( '4TR )

( Choose the correct answer )

(g) •tSRht^ Ri%5
vq Rs^sfI \5\s3) 1

The opposite concept of feminism is

monarchy/aristocracy/ patriarchy.

( Choose the correct answer )

(h) ^5fr¥ ppsji i

Write one difference between citizen

and foreigner.
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( 4 )

1%v5^) : 4x4=16

Write short notes on the following (within

150 words each) :

(a) \5^ ̂^i^3,|Pl<P

Historical approach to the study of

political theory

(b) ^'TT

Mill's views on Utilitarianism

(c) 9\k'^ ̂  "sn^ 2ic^

Difference between sex and gender

(d)

Importance of deliberative democracy
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( 5 )

■^5^ (a1^^ (too :

Answer the following questions (within 500
words each) :

4+8=12

What is political theory? Discuss the
evolution of political theory.

Or

Discuss about the origin and development
of behaviouralism.

"^ic=niHi I

Critically discuss John Rawls' concept of
distributive justice.

7{f^/ Or

Discuss the basic principles of Marxism.

11
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( 6 )

5, Wip WUf I
4+7=11

What is feminism? Explain the different
waves of feminism.

Or

1%?

^ I
4+7=11

What is multiculturalism? Explain the
various models of multiculturalism.

6. "sn## "^5^

I

^ICoilD-il

Critically discuss the Marxist theory of
citizenship.

11

Or

^  'Rm -stm
4+7=11

^at is State? Analyse the differences
between State and Civil society.

7.

Discuss about procedural demo
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11

Bi

racy.
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I 7 )

^7/^/ Or

c'D!<pi l^rfi 11

Write a note on democracy and

development.
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